
 

Israeli distributor of of electronic components for 
industrial systems in various sectors is looking for 
new suppliers under distribution agreement 

• Scheda 
• Approfondimenti 

Identificativo proposta:BRIL20190430001 RICHIEDI MAGGIORI INFORMAZIONI  

Israeli company provides electronic components for industrial systems in various sectors such as medical, data 
processing, telecommunications, networking and additional markets and applications. It is searching for new and other 
manufacturers of components, such as performance backplanes (printed circuit board) and slot systems in order to be 
well-positioned to answer its customers’ needs. Company is interested in commercial agency agreement or distribution 
agreement.  

 

A solution provider in the Israeli industrial and high-tech market for electronic and industrial systems, this company 
sources electronic components and system solutions according to its customers’ needs. With a team of application 
engineers and customer service specialists, the company identifies and locates the needed solution for varied sectors 
including industrial, telecommunications, data processing, networking, medical, military and other applications. Among 
the company’s customers are organizations as well as start-ups. Its services and solutions come in at the early concept 
stage during the design phase through project deployment, using its long term experience and expertise in locating the 
suitable component. It also represents some manufacturers of electronic components and is now looking to expand its 
portfolio with more solutions in the sector of systems operations and electronic components, performance backplanes 
(printed circuit board) and slot systems. The company is looking for manufacturers of system and backplane, 
automation, electro mechanical connectors, quartz products, embedded solution and PCB (printed circuit board) in order 
to position it better with its customers and potential projects it would like to apply to. Company can represent 
manufacturers via commercial agency agreement or work under distribution agreement.  

Riferimento Esterno: BRIL20190430001  
Tipo: Business Request  
Paese: Israel  
Presentazione: 30/04/2019  
Ultimo aggiornamento: 02/05/2019  
Scadenza: 02/05/2020  
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